
As a Learning & Organizational Development Consultant, I am known for my 
extreme passion for the field of learning and development. Hop into any of my 
training sessions be it classroom or virtual and you will be easily able to spot it. 
It is the same passion that made me leave a lucrative IT job to single-mindedly 
follow an uncertain future in L&D with deep conviction. 

I am committed to making a difference to the participants who join my sessions 
as well as meet the goals of my client’s organizational goals. This commitment 
led me to consciously develop key skills of understanding organizations as a 
whole rather than the sum of their parts, designing courses, intensives and 
interventions proven to bring about insight-driven change and stimulate novel 
ways of thinking. 

I pride myself on walking my talk - embodying the tools, concepts, and 
frameworks that I share in programs. My innate humor, warmth and comfort with 
vulnerability creates safe spaces that allow participants to share their 
challenges and experiences with ease and authenticity.

When I’m not busy with all things TrainCraft, you will find me spending time with 
my five year old son, reading books and enjoying pockets of silence through the 
day.

Course Development | Communication | Personal Excellence | Creativity & 
Innovation | Emotional Intelligence

• 2 year diploma in Transactional Analysis
• Certified on CTPI-R (A psychometric assessment tool to measure 21  workplace 
competencies for managers and potential managers)
• Design Thinking Certification with Learning Ethos
• Human Process Labs with ISABS (BLHP and ALHP)
• Certified in introductory courses on Gestalt Therapy, The Power of the 
Subconscious Mind, Positive Psychology and Neuroscience
• Member of IAF(International Association of Facilitators)

Core Competencies

Professional Development

I'm Amita Jalan

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)



Industries Covered in Training

Information Technology | Financial Services | tE-Commerce | Pharmaceuticals 
| Manufacturing | Aviation | Infrastructure | Automotive |Education

Oracle | Fidelity| Medreich | Mylan | Thomson Reuters | Dell INDIA (R&D) | 
Mercedes-Benz(R&D) | Urban Ladder | RMZ Corp | ITC Infotech | The UB Group | 
HCL Technologies | Broadcom | Pharmed | Pearson Education | Sabre Holdings | 
Radial, Stratogent | Unilog | Ixia Technologies | Sensel Telematics | Omnesys 
Technologies | InfoTech Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.

Clients


